Prognostic factors in squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck.
Therapy for squamous cell carcinoma of head and neck relies on surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy, mostly a combination thereof. In patients treated with curative intent, the intensity of therapy is adapted to the supposed prognosis and should be defined upon prognostic factors. Besides classical prognostic parameters, T, N and M stage, the presence of extranodal growth (extracapsular spread, ECS), tumor volume, lymph node burden, extent of tumor necrosis, histologic grading, but also type of treatment were determined in consideration of prognosis. The p53 status does not correlate with prognosis in most investigations. The tumor hypoxia seems to be of prognostic value, and strategies to overcome the adverse effect are currently investigated. Not all factors are relevant for all types of treatment. Besides ECS, these new factors so far have rarely been used to stratify prospective combined modality treatment according to the risk of locoregional and distant failure.